Infant sustained attention but not joint attention to objects at 9 months predicts vocabulary at 12 and 15 months
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Research Highlights

- A dual head-mounted eye tracking paradigm was developed and applied to record momentary gaze data from both parents and infants during free-flowing toy-play contexts.
- Both joint attention and the infant’s sustained attention at 9 months predicted vocabulary sizes at 12 and 15 months.
- Infant sustained attention in the context of joint attention, but not joint attention itself, is the stronger unique predictor of later vocabulary size.
- Joint attention may predict word learning because joint attention supports infant attention to the named object.
Abstract

Vocabulary differences early in development are highly predictive of later language learning as well as achievement in school. Early word learning emerges in the context of tightly coupled social interactions between the early learner and a mature partner. In the present study, we develop and apply a novel paradigm – dual head-mounted eye tracking -- to record momentary gaze data from both parents and infants during free-flowing toy-play contexts. With fine-grained sequential patterns extracted from continuous gaze streams, we objectively measure both joint attention and sustained attention as parents and 9-month-old infants played with objects and as parents named objects during play. We show that both joint attention and infant sustained attention predicted vocabulary sizes at 12 and 15 months, but infant sustained attention in the context of joint attention, not joint attention itself, is the stronger unique predictor of later vocabulary size. Joint attention may predict word learning because joint attention supports infant attention to the named object.
Children learn words with a social partner. The mature social partner provides the words and chooses the moments when to supply them (Akhtar, Dunham, & Dunham, 1991; Dunham, Dunham, & Curwin, 1993; Hoff & Naigles, 2002; Masur, Flynn, & Eichorst, 2005; Tamis-LeMonda, Kuchirko, & Song, 2014; Tomasello & Todd, 1983). The mature partner also helps guide the young learner’s attention to the intended referent, creating moments of joint attention, when the mature partner and learner focus on the same object (Akhtar & Tomasello, 2000; Baldwin, 1995; Deák, Triesch, Krasno, de Barbaro, & Robledo, 2013; Yu & Smith, 2017b). Individual differences in both quantity and quality of parent talk and frequency of parent-infant coordinated attention predict individual differences in early vocabulary size (Cartmill et al., 2013; Golinkoff, Can, Soderstrom, & Hirsh-Pasek, 2015; Rowe, 2012; Weisleder & Fernald, 2013). Individual differences in children’s early vocabulary sizes, in turn, are strong predictors of future language and school achievement (Hoff, 2013; Murphy, Rowe, Ramani, & Silverman, 2014). Increasing evidence linking inequalities in developmental environments to inequalities in developmental outcomes, has increased the urgency of a more precise understanding of the pathways through which predictors such as amount of parent talk and joint attention influence vocabulary development (Fernald, Marchman, & Weisleder, 2013; Hart & Risley, 2003; Rowe & Goldin-Meadow, 2009). Determining these pathways is essential if we are to offer prescriptions to parents and policy makers on how to address these differences in developmental outcomes. However, this will not be an easy task. Theorists in developmental psychopathology (Masten & Cicchetti, 2010; Masten et al., 2005) often use the term “developmental cascade” to refer to the complex and multi-causal chain of events through which competencies emerge. Individual differences in vocabulary development are clearly the product of such a complex multi-causal cascade. Thus, individual differences in vocabulary may be strongly associated with many factors, each of which plays quite
different roles in determining individual outcomes (Hirsh-Pasek et al., 2015; Smith, 2013). From the perspective of this complex developmental landscape, there are two critical empirical questions: the first is the determination of early predictors because these signals are potentially malleable early factors that set different learners on different developmental trajectories. The second empirical question concerns the precise role of different factors and particularly in what way these different factors engage the child’s learning mechanisms. The present paper attempts to answer those two questions in the context of the early language environment, and specifically focuses on the quality and quantity of parent object naming when interacting with their 9-month old infants.

**Joint attention and quality of naming events**

Certainly, an object name cannot be learned if it is not heard. Thus, repetitions of the to-be-learned name is likely to be beneficial to learning. However, the quantity of naming events may not benefit word learning in and of itself; instead, it may be the quantity of high-quality naming events that is the key to growing a vocabulary (Cartmill et al., 2013; Golinkoff et al., 2015; Hirsh-Pasek et al., 2015; Rowe, 2012). Past research has focused on speech and language properties as quality measures or on more global assessments of early communication (Fernald & Marchman, 2010; Golinkoff et al., 2015; Hirsh-Pasek et al., 2015; Newman, Rowe, & Ratner, 2016). Here, we link quality to the attentional states of the mature partner and the infant learner.

These attentional states are potentially relevant indices of quality because past research has shown that naming events that are characterized by the shared attention of both partners to the object lead to more certain learning of object names (Akhtar & Tomasello, 2000; Baldwin, 1995). Moreover, observational studies show that dyad differences in the frequency with which parents and infants engage in episodes of joint attention predict individual differences in child vocabulary size (Tomasello & Todd, 1983). All this suggests that a relevant metric for quality, at least for very
young learners, may be whether the mature partner and the young learner coordinate attention to the same object during naming events. By one hypothesis then, the quantity of parent naming that occurs within joint attention episodes is the relevant property of early word learning environments that determines vocabulary development.

**The Sustained-Attention hypothesis**

However, there is an alternative hypothesis: The quantity of parent object naming within episodes of joint attention may predict later vocabulary size, not because joint attention is essential to learning object names, but because joint attention coincides with what is essential: infant sustained attention to the named object when it is named. By traditional accounts, joint attention has its own direct effect on word learning because it enables the learner to build an internal model of the mature partner’s referential intent, and by these accounts, determining that intent is essential to learning (Akhtar & Tomasello, 2000). However, when a parent and infant jointly attend to a referent, the infant is also attending to the referent. Thus, it may be the infant side of joint attention that is the actual cause of learning an object name. For the learner to link the heard name to the right object, the mature partner must name (and thus is likely to look at) the object and the infant, of course, must look at the object as well. Therefore, effective parent naming is often embedded in a joint attention episode. However, in the end, it is the infant that must do the learning when hearing a name and accordingly the most causally relevant predictor may be infant sustained attention to the named object when it is named.

This sustained-attention hypothesis is suggested by several prior findings. First, infant sustained attention -- the stabilization of visual attention to an object for long durations (e.g., greater than 3 secs) predicts later language learning and cognitive development (Kannass & Oakes, 2008; Lawson & Ruff, 2004; Ruff, Lawson, Parrinello, & Weissberg, 1990). Second, a growing
number of studies indicate that toddlers who visually attend longer to a target object when it is named are more likely to remember the name-object mapping than when visual attention to the named target was briefer (Macroy-Higgins & Montemarano, 2016; Pereira, Smith, & Yu, 2014; Salley, Panneton, & Colombo, 2013). Third, joint attention and sustained attention – when measured independently – have been shown to be strongly associated. More specifically, infant visual attention to an object lasts longer when it occurs within a shared attention episode (Yu & Smith, 2016). This last result suggests that joint attention may not just co-occur with infant sustained attention but may play a key supportive role. A recent study (Yu & Smith, 2016) indeed shows that when the social partner (parent) visually attended to the object to which infant attention was directed, infants, after the parent’s look, extended their duration of visual attention to the object. This coincidence between joint attention and sustained attention in parent-infant social interaction raises both a theoretical question and a methodological challenge on how to precisely determine and examine the contributions of the two factors in early word learning.

The experiment had two goals: (1) to show that the attentional states of parents and infants during naming moments were relevant indices of the quality of parent naming moments and that by this definition the quantity of high quality parent naming events at 9 months predicted later vocabulary size and (2) to disentangle the contributions of joint attention and infant sustained attention in these predictive relations.

Method
Most of the evidence linking quantity and quality of parent talk to object name learning has focused on children who are between 1- and 2-years of age (Rollins, 2003). We instead focus on parent interactions with their 9-month-old infants for two reasons: First, infants begin learning object names well before their first birthday (Bergelson & Swingley, 2012). Second, the period around
the 9-month mark has been characterized as a key transition period during which infants become more interested in objects, and parents and infants first begin to jointly engage and attend to the same object (Tomasello, Carpenter, Call, Behne, & Moll, 2005). Accordingly, the present study measured individual differences in parent naming of objects and in joint attention to named objects between parents and infants when infants were 9-month-olds, and asked how these properties of early real-time social interactions predicted vocabulary size when the infants were 12 and 15 months.

The usual approach to this kind of study is to use a battery of assessment trial tests (most often individual discrete trials) to measure each of the hypothesized relevant predictors, and then use statistical procedures to link those measures to the to-be-predicted outcome, partitioning variance as a way to determine the unique variance in the outcome measure associated with each predictor (Salley et al., 2013; Yu & Smith, 2017a). We also took this approach but we did so with measures of fine temporal real-time behaviors in free-flowing interaction. Both infants and parents wore head-mounted eye-tracking equipment as shown in Figure 1 when they played with each other with a set of toys. Thus, we recorded the gaze data from both participants with a high temporal and spatial resolution. We objectively measured joint attention and infant sustained attention from the momentary gaze of the two participants and determined those moments within which joint attention and sustained attention did and did not overlap. We determined the frequency of naming events within these two attentional streams. Finally, we asked how well these measures predicted infants’ vocabulary sizes. Because we independently measured joint attention and sustained attention in real time, we were able to use analyses that disentangled their contributions as predictors of vocabulary that are more direct and powerful than the statistical partitioning of variance in regression analyses.
Participants.
The final sample consisted of 26 parent-infant dyads, the mean age of the infants was 9.21 months (SD = 0.23) and there were 12 male infants. Parent report measures of vocabulary were collected 3 and 6 months later when the infants were 12 months and 15 months. 8 additional infants began the study but refused to wear the measuring equipment. A sample of 26 dyads was selected given the size of the effects in similar previous studies that also link high-density micro-level behavioral data with early vocabulary (Ramirez-Esparza, Garcia-Sierra, & Kuhl, 2014; Weisleder & Fernald, 2013).

Stimuli.
The experimental toys were 6 everyday toys, organized into two sets of three (car, cup and train, duck, plane and boat). Each toy in the set had a unique uniform color and all toys were of similar size, on average, 288 cm$^3$ (see Figure 1). Additional toys were used to engage the child during the placement of the eye-tracker and its calibration.
Figure 1. A: A dual eye tracking experimental paradigm wherein infants and parents played with a set of toys on a tabletop in a free-flowing way. Both participants wore a head-mounted eye tracker that recorded their moment-to-moment gaze direction from their egocentric views. B: The two data streams at the top represent raw regions-of-interest (ROIs) data from infants and their parents in toy play. Based on the two ROI streams, joint attention was derived when parents and infants were looking at the same object at the same time. In addition, sustained attention was derived when infants showed attention on objects for a long period of time.

Experimental setup.
Parents and infants sat across from each other at a small table (61cm × 91cm × 64cm). The infants sat in a customized high-chair that supported sitting steadily. Parents sat on the floor such that their eyes and heads were at approximately the same distance from the tabletop as those of the infants,
a posture that parents reported to be natural and comfortable. Both participants wore head-mounted eye trackers from Positive Science, LLC (Franchak, Kretch, Soska, Babcock, & Adolph, 2010; Yu & Smith, 2013). Each eye-tracking system includes an infrared camera – mounted on the head and pointed to the right eye of the participant that records eye images, and a scene camera (see in Figure 1) capturing the first-person view from the participant’s perspective. The scene camera’s visual field is 90 degrees, providing a broad view but one less than the full visual field (approximately 170°). Each eye tracking system recorded both the egocentric-view video and gaze direction (x and y) in that view, with a sampling rate of 30 Hz. Another high-resolution camera (recording rate 30 frames per sec) was mounted above the table and provided a bird’s eye view that was independent of participants’ movements. Parent speech was recorded from an onboard microphone in the parent eye tracker.

**Procedure.**

Three experimenters worked together during the experiment. One experimenter played with the infant while another placed the eye-tracking gear low on the forehead of the infant at a moment when the child was engaged with a toy used only for this phase of the experiment. The third experimenter controlled the computer to ensure data recording. To collect calibration points for eye tracking, the first experimenter directed the infant’s attention toward an attractive toy used only for calibration while the second experimenter recorded the attended moment that was used in later eye tracking calibration. This procedure was repeated 15 times with the calibration toy placed in various locations on the tabletop. To calibrate the parent’s eye tracker, the experimenter asked the parent to look at one of the calibration toys on the table, placed close to the infant, and then repeated the same procedure to obtain 9 to 15 calibration points from the parent. Parents were told that the goal of the experiments was to study how parents and infants interacted with objects during play. Therefore, they were asked to engage their infants with the toys and to do so as naturally as possible. They were not told that we were interested in naming events, nor were they instructed to name the objects. Each of the two sets of toys was played with twice for 1.5 min, resulting in 6 minutes of play data from each dyad. Order of sets (ABAB or BABA) was counterbalanced across dyads.
Data and Data processing.
Each eye-tracker collected at a rate of 30 frames per second for approximately 240 seconds (four trials with 1 minute per trial) of interaction, yielding potentially 7200 data points per measure for each participant. Not all participants provided eye-tracking data for the entire session, the mean number of good eye-tracking frames was 5735 (SD = 568) for infants and 5617 (SD= 521) for adults. Together, there were 5122 frames (SD=537) available simultaneously from both social partners in each interaction, which accounted for 71% of the time. Roughly 25% of frames from infants that were not codable with respect to regions of interest (ROIs, defined in the next paragraph); this was due to 13% eye-tracking failure and the rest due to the infant’s being off task (looking elsewhere than defined regions of interest).
In total, the method uses micro-behavioral analyses with over 10000 gaze data points from each interaction. We annotated gaze and speech data during toy play, from which we derived measures of both quantity and quality of parent talk.

Gaze Data. The three regions-of-interest (ROIs) were the three toy objects in play at a time. These ROIs were coded manually by coders who watched the first-person view video, frame by frame, with a cross-hair indicating gaze direction and annotated when the cross-hairs overlapped any portion of an object and if so, on which object. Thus, each dyad provided two gaze data streams as shown in Figure 1B. The second coder independently coded a randomly selected 10% of the frames with 95% agreement.

Naming events. Parental speech was transcribed into spoken utterances, among which those that contained names of the toys were designated as naming events. Each naming event is coded as a triplet <onset, offset, name>.

Joint Attention
Joint attention (JA) was defined as periods during which parents and infants were jointly fixated on the same object at the same time (Yu & Smith, 2013, 2017b). Previous research has shown that parents, but not infants, often glance very briefly to other objects or the infant’s face – monitoring the whole scene – even while more generally attending to the same object as their infant (Yu & Smith, 2013). Further, meaningful shared attention should last some amount of time longer than a single video frame (33 ms). Accordingly, we defined a joint attention bout as a continuous alignment of parent and infant fixation that lasted longer than 500 ms but that could include looks
briefer than 300 ms elsewhere. Given that humans generate three saccades per minute, this threshold of 300 ms allowed one brief look away before switching back to the target. Examples of joint attention bouts are shown in Figure 1B. To determine the quality of naming events with respect to JA, we calculated the proportion of time within a naming event that parents and infants also jointly attended to the named object.

Sustained attention

Sustained attention (SA) was defined by consideration of the infant gaze alone. A 3 sec of consistent looking by the infant within the ROI for a single object *without any looks elsewhere* was counted as the threshold for sustained attention on that object by the infant. The 3s was chosen as the threshold because it was the average duration of concentrated attention for 1-year-olds reported in a recent study using head-mounted eye tracking (Yu & Smith, 2016) and because this is the same threshold used by other researchers as defining a period of sustained attention (Ruff & Lawson, 1990). To measure the quality of naming events with respect to SA, we calculated the proportion of time within a naming event that infants showed sustained attention on the target object.

**Vocabulary Growth**

Infants returned twice at age 12 and 15 months (SD12-month= 9.62 days; SD12-month= 11.67 days) after the first visit. At those two visits, parents completed the MacArthur-Bates Communicative Development Inventory (Fenson et al., 1993) which asks parents to indicate on a checklist the words that their infants produce.

**Results**

**Descriptive statistics of individual measures.** The to-be-predicted outcomes, infants’ vocabularies at 12 and 15 months, varied considerably in the sample, as is characteristic for infants at these ages. The Mean MCDI score at 12 months was 83.73 words (SD= 49.74, ranging from 10 to 185), and mean MCDI score at 15 months was 133.96 words (SD= 53.57, ranging from 18 to 236). These ranges are comparable to MCDI data collected from a large sample of children at similar ages from wordbank (Frank, Braginsky, Yurovsky, & Marchman, 2016). There was a strong correlation between MCDI scores at 12 and 15 months (Pearson correlation, r = 0.83, p<0.001).

To acquire object names, infants need to hear object labels; therefore, the frequency of parent naming of objects during the play would seem a likely predictor of later vocabulary
development. We calculated the number of naming utterances produced by parents during toy play. These ranged from rates of 4.43 to 16.42 naming instances per minute (M=9.62, SD=2.31). This variation, also shown in Table 1, is consistent with the literature showing marked individual differences in the amount of speech directed to children in everyday learning environments (Weisleder & Fernald, 2013). However, the quantity of naming events during this one-time play session when the infant was 9 months old did not, by itself, predict vocabulary size at ages 12 and 15 months, (r_{12-mo}=0.21, p=0.29; r_{15-mo}=0.13, p=0.53; see Figure 2). As shown in Table 1, the proportion of time that parents and infants jointly attended to the named object during naming moments also varied widely (2.63% to 54.88%, M=21.07%, SD=11.12%). Some dyads spent the majority of their time jointly attending to named objects and others rarely did so. Similar to the JA measure, we found considerable variation in infant sustained attention (SA) within naming moments, ranging from 3.62% to 60.67% (M=25.78%, SD = 12.22%). For some infants, parent naming of objects overlapped with infant sustained attention to the object, but for other naming events, infants merely glanced at the object or did not look at all. As expected, the proportion of time in JA and SA during naming moments were strongly correlated with each other (Pearson correlation, r = .69, p<0.001). When parents and infants jointly attended to the same object while parents named it, infants were also likely to show sustained attention on the target object.

Critically, neither the proportion of time in JA nor in SA during naming moments were significantly correlated with the frequency of naming (r_{JA} =-0.30, p=0.12, r_{SA}=-0.23, p=0.24). Thus, quantity of parent talk was not correlated with either aspect of quality. Parents who produced more toy names during play did not, as a group, provide proportionally more or less high-quality learning instances. However, parents who talk more are, by definition, offering their children more words, and the more words an infant hears, the more likely some naming instances have high quality.

Combining quality and quantity. The pathway to learning likely depends on both quality and quantity with the key predictor being the frequency of high-quality naming events. But what counts as a high quality naming event, one characterized by joint attention or by infant sustained attention? We addressed this question by calculating the interaction term of quality times quantity, using the number of naming instances as the quantity measure and the proportion of JA or SA time within naming events as the two quality measures. The interaction term is calculated by multiplying the quantity measure (number of naming instances) with a quality measure (either
using JA or SA within naming events as quality measure). This metric combines the quantity of naming instances with quality of those individual instances, which can be conceptualized as aggregating information from multiple naming instances, each of which contributes more or less to learning dependent on its quality. The two interaction terms are denoted as “naming × JA” and “naming × SA” and descriptive statistics of the two are reported in Table 1. As shown in Table 2, the interaction terms of the frequency of naming with JA and with SA each reliably predicted vocabulary outcomes at both 12 and 15 months. We verified statistical significances using robust regression (robustfit function in the MATLAB Statistics Toolbox) which prevents undue influence of outliers, and found again both JA and SA at naming moments predicted MCDI scores at 12 and 15 months. For MCDI scores at age 12 months, the quantity-times-quality measure using SA explained 58.9% of the variation (p<0.001) and the quality-times-quantity measure using JA explained 39.7% (p<0.001). Moreover, quantity-times-quality SA measure and the quantity-times-quality JA measure accounted for, respectively, 32.2% (p<0.005) and 23.5% (p<0.01) of the variation in child vocabulary at age 15 months. However, when we correlated vocabulary measures at 12 and 15 months with the average of quality measures from individual infants, neither JA- or SA-based measures predicted later vocabulary (rJA-12mo = 0.12, n.s.; rJA-15mo = 0.16, n.s.; rSA-12mo =0.21, n.s.; rSA-15mo =0.17, n.s.). Thus, neither quantity nor quality alone is predicative but the relevant quantity-by-quality measure involves the combination of both measures from all the naming events in toy play. These results highlight the importance of quality-quantity combination in early parent-infant interaction, and by doing so, provide additional evidence on the role of quality and quantity on language learning (Cartmill et al., 2013; Weisleder & Fernald, 2013). Moreover, past research has focused on speech and language properties as quality measures or on more global assessments of early communication (Fernald & Marchman, 2010; Golinkoff et al., 2015; Hirsh-Pasek et al., 2015; Newman et al., 2016). Here, we link quality to real-time attentional states of the participants in learning – joint attention by the social partners and sustained attention by the infant.
Table 1. Means, Standard Deviations (SD), and Ranges of naming, SA, JA, the interaction term of naming and SA, and the interaction term of naming and JA at 9 Months, and vocabulary measured at 12 and 15 Months.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Measure</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>SD</th>
<th>Range</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Naming (frequency per min)</td>
<td>9.62</td>
<td>2.93</td>
<td>4.43--16.42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sustained Attention (SA)</td>
<td>25.78%</td>
<td>12.22%</td>
<td>3.62%--60.67%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joint Attention (JA)</td>
<td>21.07%</td>
<td>11.12%</td>
<td>2.63%--54.88%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Naming × SA</td>
<td>2.31</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>0.38--4.71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Naming × JA</td>
<td>1.85</td>
<td>0.99</td>
<td>0.21--4.21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MCDI at 12 months</td>
<td>83.73</td>
<td>49.94</td>
<td>10--185</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MCDI at 15 months</td>
<td>133.96</td>
<td>53.57</td>
<td>18--236</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 2. The three scatter plots (with the best-fitting regression lines) show correlations between (a) naming frequency during toy play at 9 months and vocabulary size at 12 months, (b) naming frequency (quantity measure of parent talk) times joint attention at naming moments (quality measure) at 9 months and vocabulary size at 12 months, and (c) naming frequency (quantity measure) times sustained attention at naming moments (quantity measure) at 9 months and vocabulary size at 12 months.

Table 2. Correlations between MCDI scores at age 12 months and 15 months with three measures derived from toy play at 9 months, naming, the interaction term of naming and JA, and the interaction term of naming and JA. The numbers in [] show 95% confidence intervals.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>MCDI at 12 mo</th>
<th>MCDI at 15 mo</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>naming</td>
<td>.21 [-0.18, .55]</td>
<td>.13 [-.27, .49]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>naming × SA</td>
<td>.61***[.28, .81]</td>
<td>.48** [.12, .73]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>naming × JA</td>
<td>.78 ***[0.56, .90]</td>
<td>.58*** [.26, .79]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes **p<.01, *** p<.005.
Joint Attention or Infant Sustained Attention?

JA and SA are strongly correlated with each other. They could contribute to word learning through potentially different pathways or by hypothesis through a single pathway in which joint attention is often the context for infant sustained attention, but wherein child sustained attention is the key factor. The present high-density gaze data provides a way to derive precise independent measures of both JA and SA allowing for the direct evaluation of their contributions. As shown in Figure 3, we defined three new measures of naming quality based on the temporal relation between JA and SA: 1) SA with JA: moments in which infants sustained attention to the named object within a joint attention bout; 2) SA w/o JA: moments during which infants sustained attention to the named referent that did not coincide with a joint attention bout; and 3) JA w/o SA: moments that parents and infants jointly attended to the same object but infants attention did not pass the duration threshold for “sustained.” In addition, to capture we also calculated three interaction terms: naming × (SA with JA), naming × (SA w/o JA), and naming × (JA w/o SA), by multiplying the frequency of naming instances (per minute) with the proportion of time of SA with JA, SA w/o JA, and JA w/o SA respectively. Descriptive statistics of the three measures and their corresponding interaction terms with naming frequency are reported in Table 3.

Overall, SA with JA measures the proportion of play time that SA and JA co-occurred together, a fact that underlies their overall correlation. In contrast, SA w/o JA and JA w/o SA respectively capture two kinds of situations in which JA or SA happened alone and therefore are not correlated. Accordingly, we expected that SA with JA should positively correlate with MCDI scores. The key question concerns the two uncorrelated cases. As shown Table 4, as expected SA moments accompanying JA predict vocabulary. Critically, however, moments of SA without accompanying JA also positively predict MCDI scores. Thus, two of the three measures
containing sustained attention during naming events are predictive of later language development. However, the third measure -- JA without accompanying SA -- does not predict vocabulary. Taken together, our results suggest that sustained attention, but not joint attention, is a key predictor of later vocabulary size.

Figure 3. Three measures of naming quality are finned based on the temporal relation between JA and SA at naming moments: 1) SA with JA: moments that infants showed sustained attention on the named object while parents also attended to the same object; 2) SA w/o JA: moments that infants showed sustained attention on the target without parents looking at the target object; and 3) JA w/o SA: moments that parents and infants jointly attended to the same object but infants didn’t show sustained attention to the object.

Table 3. Means, Standard Deviations (SD), and Ranges of naming, SA with JA, SA w/o JA and JA w/o SA measures as well as basic statistics of the interaction terms of the three quality measures.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Measure</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>SD</th>
<th>Range</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SA with JA</td>
<td>14.73%</td>
<td>8.72%</td>
<td>1.23%--36.77%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SA w/o JA</td>
<td>11.08%</td>
<td>6.04%</td>
<td>1.92%--20.81%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JA w/o SA</td>
<td>6.73%</td>
<td>5.54%</td>
<td>0%--24.04%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Naming × (SA with JA)</td>
<td>1.27</td>
<td>0.74</td>
<td>0.13--2.89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Naming × (SA w/o JA)</td>
<td>1.04</td>
<td>0.71</td>
<td>0.10--2.76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Naming × (JA w/o SA)</td>
<td>0.61</td>
<td>0.51</td>
<td>0--2.27</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 4. Correlations between MCDI scores at age 12 months and 15 months with the three interaction terms based on the three quality measures from toy play at 9 months. The numbers in [] show 95% confidence intervals.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>MCDI at 12 mo</th>
<th>MCDI at 15 mo</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>naming * (SA with JA)</td>
<td>.76 *** [.53, .89]</td>
<td>.61 *** [.29, .81]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>naming * (SA w/o JA)</td>
<td>.53 *** [.19, .77]</td>
<td>.42* [.0.12, .65]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>naming * (JA w/o SA)</td>
<td>.09 [-.30,.46]</td>
<td>.07 [-.32,.45]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes: * p<.05, **p<.01, *** p<.005.

To provide additional support for this conclusion, we also conducted more traditional hierarchical regression analyses to use naming × JA and naming × SA measures at 9 months to predict MCDI scores at 12 and 15 months. This type of analyses – which has been used in developmental studies (Hirsh-Pasek et al., 2015) -- allows us to specify an order of entering variables in regression to test the effects of newly added variables in addition to the influence of the existing ones. For example, in Model 1, we first fitted naming × SA to evaluate its contribution to predict MCDI scores. Next, we fitted a second variable of naming × JA which provided information on how much more this additional variable contributed to the prediction given the first variable. As shown in Models 1 and 2 in Table 5, joint attention and sustained attention during parent-infant play when infants were 9 months of age jointly accounted for 61.5% of the variance in MCDI scores at age 12 months. Alone, sustained attention accounted for 60.2%. Adding joint attention increased this by only 0.8%. Reversing the order, joint attention alone accounted for 36.8% of the variance, and adding sustained attention increased this by 24.7%. Thus, sustained attention accounted uniquely for 24.7% of the variance, joint attention uniquely for 0.8%, with 36.1% accounted for by both jointly (because joint attention was correlated with sustained attention, r = .69, p<0.001). As shown in Models 3 and 4 in Table 5, the same results were obtained when linking JA and SA measurements with MCDI scores at age 15 months. In summary, both sustained attention and joint attention
matter for later vocabulary growth, but, supporting our hypothesis, the attentional state of the learner -- sustained attention -- matters more. This overall pattern is consistent with the hypothesis that while joint attention is a context in which infant sustained attention to object often occurs, it is the learner’s sustained visual attention to the named referent that is the proximal cause of learning.

Table 5. Changes in variance accounted for depending on the order in which sustained attention (SA) and joint attention (JA) are added to regression models. Models 1 and 3 fit Naming × SA first, followed by Naming × JA. Models 2 and 4 fit Naming × JA first, followed by Naming × SA.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>R²</th>
<th>ΔR²</th>
<th>df</th>
<th>p</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Model 1 with 12-month MCDI</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Naming × SA</td>
<td>0.61</td>
<td>0.61</td>
<td>1.24</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Naming × JA</td>
<td>0.62</td>
<td>0.008</td>
<td>1.23</td>
<td>0.49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Model 2 with 12-month MCDI</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Naming × JA</td>
<td>0.37</td>
<td>0.37</td>
<td>1.24</td>
<td>0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Naming × SA</td>
<td>0.62</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>1.23</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Model 3 with 15-month MCDI</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Naming × SA</td>
<td>0.35</td>
<td>0.35</td>
<td>1.24</td>
<td>0.002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Naming × JA</td>
<td>0.36</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>1.23</td>
<td>0.53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Model 4 with 15-month MCDI</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Naming × JA</td>
<td>0.24</td>
<td>0.24</td>
<td>1.24</td>
<td>0.011</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Naming × SA</td>
<td>0.36</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>1.23</td>
<td>0.035</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**General Discussion**

Consequential differences in early word learning environments begin early. The present experiment provides three findings relevant to these early differences. First, the results indicate that early differences in word learning are related to the quality, not just the quantity, of parent naming events. Second, the results show that for early vocabulary growth, the attentional states of the mature partner who does the naming and of the infant who does the learning are both predictive factors. Finally, the results show that the most relevant measure of the quality of an object-naming
event is the infant’s sustained attention to the object during naming, not whether the parent and infant jointly attend to that object. The overall pattern of results suggests that parent naming within joint attention episodes predicts infant vocabulary because joint attention and infant sustained attention often coincide. But joint attention that does not include infant sustained attention to the object does not predict later vocabulary. In contrast, infant sustained attention to the named object when it is named – either with or without shared attention with the parent – does predict later vocabulary. The findings challenge well-accepted ideas about the role of joint attention in early vocabulary development and provide new insights into the role of the quantity and quality of input in the language learning environment. Finally, the results point to infant sustained attention – and the social and endogenous factors that underlie it – as an important source of early individual differences in word learning.

**Early Word Learning in Social Contexts**

Early word learning emerges in the context of tightly coupled social interactions between the early learner and a mature partner. Past work has shown that the social context plays a key role in young learners’ prowess in early word learning. For example, joint attention between infants and parents has been extensively studied in the developmental literature because of overwhelming evidence that the ability to socially coordinate visual attention to an object is essential to language learning (Tomasello & Farrar, 1986; Tomasello & Todd, 1983). In this literature, the focus has been on the child side of joint attention with many powerful demonstrations of how social-interactional cues from parents guide infants’ word learning. Most prior paradigms have used experiments with discrete trials to measure infants’ ability to “read” the meaning of social cues such as eye gaze, head orientation, or pointing (Baldwin, 1993; Brooks & Meltzoff, 2002; Mundy & Newell, 2007; Woodward & Guajardo, 2002). In those experiments, the adult partner (usually the experimenter)
is instructed to focus on the child and on effective teaching, and to provide clear and repeated signals of her attention to the object being named. Thus, the experimental paradigms focus on clean ways to assess infants’ social skills, their sensitivity to social cues and their usage of social cues to link a label with its target referent. Using such paradigms, studies have shown that very young learners map nouns to objects only when the speaker is intentionally attending to the named object and not, for example, when there is an accidental co-occurrence of objects and names (Tomasello, 2000). Often the importance of social cues is interpreted in terms of children’s understanding that words are used with an “intent to refer.” Thus, children’s early dependence on social cues is seen as a diagnostic marker of their ability to infer the intentions of the speaker. This kind of social cognition is called “mind reading” by Baron-Cohen (1995) or more generally “Theory of Mind” (Wellman & Liu, 2004) which is deemed to be central to language learning by some theorists (Tomasello, 2000).

The present findings suggest a different account. Parents and infants have different roles in supporting word learning. The parent’s role is to name the object at moments conducive to infant learning. Hence, the degree to which the parent jointly attends to and names an object that the infant is attending is critical to word learning and vocabulary development. The infant’s role is not to read the mental state and/or intention of the social partner but to learn the name. To do so, sustained attention to the named object when hearing the name may be most critical to associate and memorize the seen object with the heard word. Thus, for the infant, reading the mental state and/or intention of the social partner who label objects may not be the key factor. However, for the parent, reading the mental state of the learner to provide object names at the right moments is a key factor. This idea is well supported by research showing that parents’ attentiveness and responsivity to their infants’ interest and attentional states supports language learning (Goldstein
Researchers of early word learning have distinguished two pathways to learning (Akhtar et al., 1991; Yu & Smith, 2017a, 2017b). One pathway termed “lead in” is by the parent naming objects of one’s own interest and the infant reading the cues in the parent’s behaviors to follow the parent’s lead. The alternative “follow-in” pathway is for the parent to follow the infant’s attention and name objects that infants already show interest. Even through different pathways, successful word learning requires the final state of the child’s attention on target objects when hearing labels (Shimpi & Huttenlocher, 2007). Considerable research (Yu & Smith, 2012; Yu & Smith, 2016) suggests the second pathway – the parent follows the child’s attention – is a more robust way to achieve the final learning state in free flowing parent-child interaction and therefore leads to more robust early word learning.

**Quantity and Quality**

Recent evidence shows that early differences in vocabulary growth among otherwise typically developing children are strongly related to differences in their language learning environments (Hart & Risley, 1999; Hoff, 2013; Newman et al., 2016; Ramirez-Esparza et al., 2014; Rowe, 2012; Weisleder & Fernald, 2013). One particularly strong predictor is the total words per unit time in child-directed speech at home (Golinkoff et al., 2015); a finding that has led to public health efforts directed to getting the parents of infants and young children to talk more (Reese, Sparks, & Leyva, 2010; Roberts & Kaiser, 2011), and public health initiatives such as Providence Talks, First 5 California, and Too Small to Fail. A body of recent research has also shown that the quality of parent speech is also critical for children’s vocabulary. When parents talk to their children, they tend to speak differently compared with when talking to adults. At the speech level, child-directed speech contains unique acoustic properties, such as high pitch, short utterance and vowel alterations (Fernald, 1989; Golinkoff et al., 2015). At the language level, characteristics
such as diversity of vocabulary and syntactical complexity (Hoff, 2003) as well as vocabulary sophistication (Rowe, 2012), have been shown to be predictive of later language outcomes.

Here we show quality of a different kind matters, one that centers on the learner’s visual attention. For very early learners who are acquiring first words, the attentional state of the learner may be particularly important. Early word learning requires infants to link what they hear with what they see and this requires that they attend to the target object when parents name it. Sustained attention – beyond a mere look to the target object – may be critical in building a robust memory of the object and its link to the word, memories that are strong enough to last and to be later retrieved from memory. Thus, more than the quality of parent talk may matter; the quality of the visual information as it engages the infant’s real-time attention and memory processes will be also be essential to learning words (Smith, Suanda, & Yu, 2014; Smith & Yu, 2013; Vlach & Johnson, 2013; Yu & Smith, 2011). The present results show that infant sustained attention at target objects named by parents at free play is the strongest predictor of later vocabulary size. More generally, our findings suggest that quality of the language learning input includes not only quality of parent talk, but quality of the attentional contexts wherein infants learn words. The parent’s behavior – and joint attention – may be relevant because infant sustained attention to an object often occurs when parents show interest in and attend to that object as well. Parent interest and joint attention may actively extend infant attention as well as be the context in which parents name objects for their infants (Yu & Smith, 2016). These hypotheses are underdetermined by the extant data. However, the present results clearly indicate that we need to know how parents support sustained attention and how they can exploit it by choosing the optimal moments for naming objects. We also need to go beyond speech and language properties in child-directed speech and examine, more broadly, the non-linguistic properties of the language learning environment.
Within a single naming event, learners must build a robust representation of the named object and its name. In light of the strong predictive relation between infant sustained attention during naming events and later vocabulary growth, we have suggested that infant sustained attention to the named object is a critical component in early word learning. Moreover, the predictors used are the interaction term combining the quantity of naming instances with quality of those individual instances, which can be conceptualized as aggregating information from multiple naming instances, each of which contributes more or less to learning dependent on its quality. Given the same object name heard in multiple times and multiple contexts, how do infants aggregate that information? Do they just use the high-quality information or the whole mix of higher and lower quality naming events? In our measures, naming instances with high quality contribute more to the final metric and therefore it is reasonable to assume that those naming instances are critical for learning. A relevant question, then, is whether a single or just a few high-quality naming events would be sufficient? This is a critical question for the quality-quantity issue because one parent who talks a lot might in some unit time have just as many high-quality naming events as a parent who talks much less, but the parent who talks more might have many low-quality naming events as well. In addition, the present results are based on a parent-report vocabulary measure (MCDI, etc.), which has been widely used in developmental research. Even though such parent report can provide valuable information of an overall assessment of child language, its usage is also limited by the parents’ ability to provide an accurate report, compared with more direct observational assessment of children’s lexical knowledge (Dale, 1991). One possibility is to use the looking-while-listening paradigm (Marchman & Fernald, 2008). With eye tracking, this paradigm can be used to measure not only whether children prefer to look at a target
after hearing its label but also how fast they switch their attention as a measure of the processing speed of spoken word recognition.

**Sustained attention in early word learning**

Sustained attention was traditionally thought of as an intrinsic property of the infant (Ruff et al., 1990) and by this traditional view, the present results might be interpreted as showing that properties of the learner and not the learning environment are a major source of individual differences in early vocabulary. A complete account, however, is likely to be more complicated. Although infant intrinsic properties surely play a role (and can do so by influencing parent behavior), new findings suggest that infants’ sustained attention to an object lasts longer when a mature social partner also attends to that object (Yu & Smith, 2016). Thus, the quality of social interactions may influence infant sustained attention in real time and be a causal factor in individual differences in infant sustained attention over developmental time.

Considerable evidence indicates that parent-infant social interactions with objects is a complex real-time dynamic system with each partner’s behaviors determining the behaviors of the other (Chang, de Barbaro, & Deák, 2016; Suanda, Smith, & Yu, 2016; Yu & Smith, 2013, 2017b). The mature partner may lead, follow, and help infants sustain attention to an object (Yu & Smith, 2016). The immature partner may show clearer or less clear indicators of their own interests to the parent (Yu & Smith, 2017a). In the course of these real-time events, the parent chooses momentarily when to name objects and how often to name objects. Infant sustained attention to an object within a naming event elicits parent naming (Tamis-LeMonda, Kuchirko, & Tafuro, 2013). Many aspects of parent-infant joint behavior may conspire to support high-quality naming moments in which the infant sustains attention to the named object. Thus, many of the properties of the social interaction are likely to predict object name learning and vocabulary. However,
sustained attention to the named object by the infant may be the final step that enables the young infant to build a memory for an individual object and its name.

Over developmental time, the complete story is likely more complex. Infants’ past experiences of being engaged in joint attention with a parent may drive their ability to sustain attention within an individual naming moment (Yu & Smith, 2012). Parents’ histories of attentiveness and responsiveness to their infants’ interest and attentional states may determine how well they can judge and exploit their infant’s current interest so as to name an object at the right moment for learning (Tamis-LeMonda et al., 2014). Infants are also learning the sentential frames surrounding different syntactic categories, which will become critical to the word learning process (Mintz & Gleitman, 2002; Waxman & Booth, 2001; Waxman & Leddon, 2002). When the developmental interdependencies are considered, joint attention and sustained attention to objects during naming events are unlikely to be independent or easily separable predictors to object name learning specifically, or to vocabulary development more generally. Given this, the value of focusing on precisely defined real-time micro behaviors such as gaze as potential predictors is twofold. First, the precise objective definitions allow for distinguishing behaviors that may often but not always coincide. In this way, we can separate causal pathways more directly, than through statistical approaches to co-varying predictors. In the long run, if we take objective measures of real-time behaviors longitudinally, we may be able to pull apart the developmental interdependencies and track with precision their unique contributions to different outcomes. Second, the focus on real-time behaviors, which bring us closer to real-time causes and effects, may help us locate actionable targets for intervention.
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